About Vanja & Marshmallow Travels!
Hello, my name is Vanja Vodenik and I am travel blogger behind marshmallowtravels.com.
I am traveler by heart, journalist by profession,
currently working in PR and living in Slovenia. I have
been travelling for almost 20 years and visited 45+
countries. My passions are writing, exploring new
countries and re-exploring places I already visited. I am
collecting countries, airports and stamps in my
passport. I started writing my first travel journal in 1998
when I visited Sri Lanka and Maldives. Since November
2016 Marshmallow Travels have become my new travel
diary where I share my travel guides, tips, stories and
travel itineraries.
MARSHMALLOW TRAVELS
Travel blog of Slovenian 20-something
traveller, where you can find travel guides
and stories from all over the world, with
special emphasis on off-the-beaten-path
destinations.
Marshmallow Travels’ readers are mainly
from Slovenia, USA and other European
countries, aged 25 to 34, speaking English
and Slovenian.

Most popular blog posts:
- Island escape to Gran Canaria
- Three weeks in Peru and Bolivia
- Three weeks in Kyrgyzstan and
Uzbekistan, with a stop in Kazakhstan

2100+

730+
www.marshmallowtravels.com

“We started our collaboration with Miss Vanja based on her
interesting stories written on the blog Marshmallow Travels. We
found her stories interesting especially because they are written
through the prism of a young traveller, which encounters
different unpleasant situations, related to medical events on the
journey. Our collaboration is very professional and correct, that's
why we are looking forward to new ideas and different proposals
for cooperation from both sides.”
Jelena Komnenič, Sales Department Assistance CORIS d.o.o.

“Working with Vanja was really easy and smooth from the first
emails exchange to the content delivery. She understood our brand
identity and did a really good job with our Instagram take over. She
is really professional and I would definitely recommend any brand
to work with her. Thanks Vanja!”
Zoé Branche, Marketing Manager Baz Bus

“Getting to know Vanja & Klemen was great! They took the
tour with us and after we saw the work they did in their
social media and we can’t be more thankful. They were one
of our best costumers so don’t doubt in working with
them!”
Edwin Salas, Ride on Bolivia

CONTACT ME
info@marshmallowtravels.com
www.marshmallowtravels.com

